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Understanding Long-Term
Consumer Demand for Fuel
Efficient Vehicles

KAPSARC Vehicle Fleet Model:
Cost of Electrification

The federal Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) program in the U.S.,
similar to that in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, sets specific sales weighted fuel
economy targets for automakers with the
goal of improving...
Read more

This paper discusses the model we have
developed at KAPSARC for estimating
the relative costs of passenger car fleets
containing low-emission vehicles of
different types, particularly with emphasis
on electric vehicles.The main purpose of
the model...
Read more

Will Current Electric Vehicle
Policy Lead to Cost Effective
Electrification?

Future Path of Energy for
Transport: Modes, Fuels and
Technologies

Leveraging Resources for
Economic Development: Local
Content in KSA

Future Focus in Oil-Rich Countries:
Economical, Efficient Resource Use

Energy Productivity as a New
Growth Paradigm in the GCC

Gas, Power Cooperation in the
GCC: Scope for Integrated Markets

Gasoline Demand, Pricing Policy and
Social Welfare in Saudi Arabia
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has
experienced rapid economic and population
growth over the past several decades. Oil
revenues, one of the drivers of this growth,
have also allowed the government to provide
electricity, fuel and water at low administered
prices...
Read more

Governments around the world are seeking
absent cost competitive carbon capture and
storage or other decarbonization strategies
to expedite the electrification of passenger
cars, to meet their environmental protection
targets while at the same time developing
local value chains...
Read more

Efficient use of current resources at the
disposal of oil-rich countries (i.e., net
exporters) is largely about finding ways
to maximize the societal benefits of these
economies as they move into a future that
is rapidly changing on many fronts. Often,
there is a narrow focus on natural resource...
Read more
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Energy use in transportation is
undergoing rapid change with new energy
efficient transport technologies, greater
use of non-petroleum fuels and new
travel demand paradigms such as shared
mobility. In parallel, a rapidly growing
share of new demand for transport..
Read more

The concept of energy productivity has
recently emerged as a new way of framing
energy planning and policymaking. The
underlying aim — i.e., to optimize the
economic and social value of each unit
of energy consumed — is of interest to
multiple stakeholders, which has given...
Read more

Efforts to boost local content in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) have been
underway since the 1950s, but have taken
on much greater importance in recent years
with the downward trend in oil prices and
subsequent decrease in revenues. In this
environment..
Read more

The recent move to create a GCC
Economic and Development Authority
makes it timely for countries in the Gulf
region to consider opportunities for trade
— as well as obstacles — from economic,
technical and political perspectives.
As energy is a crucial component of...
Read more
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Economic Stability in the GCC
Countries

Energy Relations Between
Northeast Asia and the GCC

Global Gas Markets: The Great
Reconfiguration

Shaking up the LNG Scene

Third-Party Access to
Regasification Terminals:
Adapting to the LNG Markets’
Reconfiguration

LNG for Africa

Energy and Climate Change: Toward
More Practical Climate Change
Policies

Adding Photovoltaics to the Saudi
Power System: What are the Costs
of Intermittency?

Reporting LCOE for Solar PV:
Apples to Apples Comparisons

All utilities experience costs of intermittency
when non-dispatchable resources
(particularly wind and PV) are incorporated
into their power systems. However, the
specifics of these costs depend on the
regional generation mix and its ramping...
Read more

It is generally accepted that electricity
generation costs, or the LCOE of PV
technology, vary widely and this variation
is larger than that in conventional
technologies. Due to regional differences
in solar irradiation levels, labor costs and
other factors...
Read more

Transitions to Decarbonized
Electricity: Finding the Right
Balance

Utilities of the Future: Finding a
Sustainable Business Model

Reform of China’s Energy
Economy: Industrial

Economic diversification has been a priority
for economic planners in GCC states for
several decades. Despite noteworthy
developments in per capita income and
economic growth, such achievements have
hinged on the region’s huge endowment in oil
and gas. In turn, this reliance has exposed...
Read more

As of late 2016, we are still at the very
beginning of the coming wave of new LNG
supply. Signicant alterations can already be
seen in market dynamics and stakeholders’
behavior, but there are more profound
changes to come. These will affect global
LNG markets and involve market forces
business structures, pricing mechanisms
and contractual practices. This evolution...
Read more

The 2015 COP21 Paris Agreement
represents an important step forward in
global climate change agreements. It
combines national goal-setting within a
global framework to drive collective action,
recognizing that each nation has unique...
Read more

A transition toward a decarbonized electricity
mix is clearly taking place, marked by a
substantial increase in renewable energy
at a global scale and particularly evident in
some advanced economies. Since 2010,
solar installed capacity increased by 4,000...
Read more
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Countries in Northeast Asia (NEA) and
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) have
been connected along the Silk Road, one
of the world’s oldest trade routes, for more
than 2000 years. As the lead energyproducing region of the world, the GCC
countries have a natural affinity with ...
Read more

The LNG market is facing a set of changes
which are pushing toward more flexibility
and liquidity. But this transformation
will remain incomplete if the last part of
the value chain, i.e., LNG regasication
terminals, remains inaccessible to...
Read more

The electricity sector is set for a major
disruption driven by technological
advances, mainly in distributed energy
resources (DERs) and their increasing
market penetration, as well as by
economic and political pressures, such as
calls to decarbonize the industry. So far...
Read more

Following the COP21 Paris Agreement,
the role of natural gas in the global energy
sector has become uncertain. Over the
short term, the gas industry faces a 50
percent increase in liquefaction capacity.
This raises questions about how market
players will navigate through the...
Read more

The idea that Africa could become an
LNG destination is not new. It has been
proposed for many years in countries as
far apart as South Africa, Morocco and
West Africa. Sellers’ attention, though,
was previously directed toward the more
lucrative and larger Asian markets and
and traditional creditworthy buyers able to
commit to a 20-year oil-indexed long-term...
Read more

China faces several new challenges as
economic growth slows and public concern
for the environment and climate change
grows. Policymakers are strongly focused
on how to drive industrial and energy
transformation when the financial system
is still under intense pressure...
Read more
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Energy Infrastructure in India:
Financing the Growth

The Indian energy sector is in the midst of a
transition driven by two overarching goals:
enhancing energy access and increasing
the share of renewables in the fuel mix (from
the current 45 gigawatts [GW] to 175 GW by
2022). That India has a vast resource of
low-cost coal, which has traditionally...
Read more

Coal and Renewables in India:
Complementarity, Competition and
Challenges
The Indian energy sector is in the midst
of a transformation. This is due to rising
energy demand to fuel its expanding
economy, as well as the increasing
penetration of renewables amid new
targets to further broaden and diversify...
Read more

Evaluating Uganda’s Upstream Oil
Sector: Estimation of Upstream
Projects

In 2006, President Museveni announced
that Uganda had discovered commercially
viable quantities of oil in the Albertine
Graben. The recoverable reserves, while
modest by international standards, are
significant for Uganda and would place it...
Read more

Human Geography of Energy:
Combining Remote Sensing and
Social Science Approaches

A human geography of energy program
would go beyond economic approaches
and consider the variety of factors that
shape energy markets and policy through
an understanding of the world, its people,
communities and cultures; directly linking
them to place and space...
Read more

Energy Workshop Series
April 2017

The Role of Oil Through the Low
Carbon Energy Transition
The Hague, April 19-20, 2017

The Modeling of Collective
Decision-Making Processes
Virginia, U.S., April 25, 2017

Drivers of Transportation Fuel
Demand: Fuel-Efficient Mobility
From the Consumer’s Perspective
Virginia, U.S., April 26, 2017

Drivers of Transportation Fuel
Demand: Shared Autonomous
Mobility-On-Demand
Virginia, U.S., April 27, 2017
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May 2017

Technological Disruption and
Service-Based Business Models in
the Power Sector
London, May 3, 2017

June 2017

Coal in Asia: The Challenge for
Policy and the Promise of Markets
Singapore, June 8, 2017

Designing the Electricity Markets of
the Future
London, May 4, 2017

Renewable Energy in the GCC:
In Search of the Best Policy
Framework
Riyadh, May 8-9, 2017

Sheltering the Economies of Oil
Exporting Countries From Energy
Shocks
Riyadh, May 17, 2017
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Since our last update, we have released the write up of our first Energy Dialogue held at the KAPSARC
campus in November 2016. More than 300 participants took part in a wide range of discussions and we share
the insights from those sessions in this KAPSARC Quarterly, along with related new research that we have
posted on our website kapsarc.org.
Our upcoming calendar in the KAPSARC Energy Workshop Series sees gatherings of experts to discuss
topics that include alternative fuel vehicles and ride-sharing; renewables deployment in the GCC; economic
diversification and stabilization in resource rich economies; the future of coal markets in Asia and the
importance of an innovation agenda for addressing climate change mitigation.
Highlights to look out for in the next quarter include the publication of a Special Issue of the Energy Journal,
edited by researchers at KAPSARC, on the challenges of diversification and renewables development in
heavily energy subsidized economies. We have provided open access to the articles by KAPSARC authors
(www.iaee.org/energyjournal/issue/2900) and hope that you will find value in the range of insights presented.
In addition, we look forward to the publication of the first issue of Energy Transitions, a new multidisciplinary
journal published by Springer and jointly edited by Ayman A. Alabduljabbar of the King Abdulaziz City for
Science and Technology (KACST) and Brian A. Efird of KAPSARC.
Finally, as usual, we introduce new tools and data, and recently arrived colleagues as we add expertise and
talent to fulfill our mandate.

Transportation Energy Demand
Our focus in this update is on the long-term future of oil demand in transportation. We examine this through
both an assessment of how price reform in the GCC region will alter demand behavior (Gasoline Demand,
Pricing Policy and Social Welfare in Saudi Arabia) and the global impacts of electric and other alternative
fuel vehicles (Understanding Long-Term Consumer Demand for Fuel Efficient Vehicles). We provide a fleet
model to understand the lowest cost paths to electrification and a comparison of the costs of different policies
(KAPSARC Vehicle Fleet Model: Cost of Electrification and Will Current Electric Vehicle Policy Lead to Cost
Effective Electrification?). Finally, we share insights from the Energy Dialogue session moderated by Professor
Dan Sperling of UC Davis (Future Path of Energy for Transport: Modes, Fuels and Technologies).
A recent workshop, held in partnership with the Clingendael International Energy Program, focused on the
prospect of a decline in transportation fuel demand amid climate mitigation imposed constraints on the use
of carbon based fuels. This marked the beginning of a nine-month study to explore the strategies open to
resource exporters as they seek to avoid these mitigation efforts from adversely affecting their economic
sustainability as the world transitions to a low-carbon economy. We will provide an update on this in our next
Quarterly.

Energy Systems and Economies of the GCC
Energy system reforms and economic diversification is a key theme among members of the GCC that has
gathered pace through 2016, particularly with the launch of Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 and the National
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Transformation Plan (NTP). This topic was also a major focus at the Energy Dialogue and we include briefings
from four sessions that looked at the issue through different lenses. These include sessions moderated
by H.E. Dr Muhammad Al-Jasser, Chairman of the Electricity and Cogeneration Regulatory Authority and
former Minister of Economy & Planning in Saudi Arabia (Leveraging Resources for Economic Development:
Local Content in KSA); by Adnan Shihab-Eldin of the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences
(Future Focus in Oil-Rich Countries: Economical, Efficient Resource Use); by Dr Richard Newell, President of
Resources for the Future (Energy Productivity as a New Growth Paradigm in the GCC) and by H.E. Dr Majid
Al-Moneef, former Secretary General of the Supreme Economic Council and current board member of Saudi
Aramco (Gas, Power Cooperation in the GCC: Scope for Integrated Markets).
KAPSARC has been examining the benefits of economic diversification and opportunities to reduce volatility
in GCC economies and the first of several papers on this topic (Economic Stability in the GCC Countries)
takes a novel approach of treating an economy as a portfolio of sectors that can be optimized, in the same
way as investment portfolios, i.e., to approach the efficient frontier of growth rate for a given level of volatility.
Future papers will look at the size and operating guidelines for stabilization funds and the extent to which
reducing domestic energy demand can contribute to greater volatility via the resulting increased reliance on oil
and gas exports as the GCC economies transition (before the benefits of diversified growth kick in).
Finally, we share the insights from the Dialogue session on Energy Relations Between Northeast Asia and the
GCC moderated by Dr Daniel Yergin, Pulitzer Prize winning author and Vice-Chairman of IHS-Markit. We find
that there is an increasing push to broaden the relationships between members of these two blocs beyond
energy and to make their economies more mutually interdependent, thereby reducing risks of disruptions in
their future trade relationships.

The Future of Natural Gas Markets
Our gas research program has continued apace, building on the success of our collaboration with the Oxford
Institute for Energy Studies, Global Gas Markets: The Great Reconfiguration. In addition to the insights
from the Dialogue session on this topic moderated by Dr Coby van der Linde, Director of the Clingendael
International Energy Program, we expanded our research on the globalization of natural gas markets.
Shaking up the LNG Scene summarized the inevitability of a ‘new normal’ that would see long held beliefs
about the absolute need for long-term contracts and AAA-credit rated buyers to be challenged. This theme
was extended through Third-Party Access to Regasification Terminals: Adapting to the LNG Markets’
Reconfiguration and LNG for Africa, an examination of the growing scope for LNG imports into countries in
Africa (rather than their historical role as exporters to more developed markets).

Climate Mitigation, Energy Transitions and the Utility of the Future
Although climate change is a global issue, policies that seek to mitigate both its extent and impact will
become more local in their application following the Paris Agreement, which was negotiated at COP21 in late
2015. Masakazu Toyoda, President and CEO of the Institute for Energy Economics in Japan, moderated the
discussion on Energy and Climate Change: Toward More Practical Climate Change Policies. This focused on
the differentiated strategies that would be optimal for energy economies at different stages of development
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and decarbonization, and the need for country specific policy frameworks in the new world of bottom-up
distributed governance.
KAPSARC released papers on Adding Photovoltaics to the Saudi Power System: What are the Costs of
Intermittency? and the need for proper benchmarking of costs in Reporting LCOE for Solar PV: Apples to
Apples Comparisons. Future studies will explore what the actual ‘system’ learning rates are (in contrast
to just the pace of cost reduction for solar modules). However, it is becoming increasingly clear that the
business models to incorporate distributed, intermittent resources will be a key enabler of the transition — an
inseparable enabler rather than a standalone topic. To this end, the Energy Dialogue featured two related
sessions: Transitions to Decarbonized Electricity: Finding the Right Balance and Utilities of the Future:
Finding a Sustainable Business Model through which we are developing communities of interest to translate
the lessons from around the world to the Saudi context as the Kingdom’s electricity market is transformed
through privatization, market restructuring and modernization.

China and India: The Major Energy Growth Markets
While the majority of KAPSARC’s work focuses on the energy policy needs of Saudi Arabia and the GCC,
the energy industry is global and interconnected. There are few ‘local’ issues, and an understanding
of the major growth markets is instructive. Dialogue sessions on Reform of China’s Energy Economy:
Industrial Transformation, moderated by former managing director of the World Bank’s International Finance
Corporation, Dr Jin-Yong Cai, looked at both the rebalancing taking place in that economy and its impact
on future oil and gas demand as well as lessons for Saudi Arabia and the GCC in turning around their
trajectory of declining energy productivity.
Dr Sunita Narain, Director General of India’s Centre for Science and Environment, moderated the session
on Energy Infrastructure in India: Financing the Growth. Whether India meets its targets of adding 175 GW
of renewables or 1 billion tonnes of coal capacity (or both) will critically influence the growth of oil and gas
demand, and the prospects for achieving acceptable climate mitigation. The subsequent Energy Workshop,
Coal and Renewables in India: Complementarity, Competition and Challenges, explored this theme
further. It looked at the potential contradictions of Indian energy policy initiatives that sought to achieve the
imperatives of economic growth without sacrificing the environmental sustainability of the country’s future.

Leveraging Natural Resource Led Development
Our work on East Africa’s new resource producers has completed its initial aims: developing a framework
for analyzing the ways in which natural resource investment programs can be leveraged to accelerate
economic development. KAPSARC used new oil discoveries in Uganda and discussions around their
development as a case study to create cost estimations methodologies that could be used to estimate
total requirements for the procurement of equipment and services. Evaluating Uganda’s Upstream Oil
Sector: Estimation of Upstream Projects demonstrates how these estimates are created and can then be
mapped onto present and future capabilities of local firms. The survey methodology will be shared through
an upcoming paper describing the survey instrument and an analysis of the baseline survey gathered in
Uganda during 2016.
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Remote Sensing for Social Science
The cost of gathering ‘ground truth’ to support such energy studies can be prohibitive. During the past year,
KAPSARC has developed its capabilities to deploy remote sensing and, in particular, ‘night-time lights’ data
to formulate estimates of economic and infrastructure development. Human Geography of Energy: Combining
Remote Sensing and Social Science Approaches shares the insights from two workshops during 2016 that
outline the capabilities of this approach and provide pointers to the techniques KAPSARC will be deploying in
some aspects of its transportation energy demand modeling and research related to the project on Utility of
the Future.
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KACST-KAPSARC New Journal
We are pleased to announce that Energy Transitions is
accepting submissions.
This journal brings together multidisciplinary, international research
that evaluates the policy, economic and technical challenges and
opportunities arising from initiatives to move toward more sustainable
and less-carbon intensive power generation mixes, focusing on the
MENA region. See more detail about the journal here.
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TRANSPORTATION ENERGY DEMAND

Gasoline Demand, Pricing Policy and
Social Welfare in Saudi Arabia
Tarek N. Atalla, Anwar A. Gasim and Lester C. Hunt

T

he Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has experienced
rapid economic and population growth over the past
several decades. Oil revenues, one of the drivers of this
growth, have also allowed the government to provide electricity,
fuel and water at low administered prices. Not surprisingly,
energy consumption has grown almost tenfold over this period.
In road transport for example, gasoline demand grew from
25 million barrels in 1979 to 204 million barrels in 2015, an
average growth of about 6 percent per annum.

less consistency in the estimates of the income elasticity.
Given the lack of time series data on household income, GDP
and non-oil GDP per capita were used as proxies. When real
GDP per capita was used as a measure of household income,
the income elasticity was found to be 0.15. When real non-oil
GDP per capita was used, however, the income elasticity was
found to be 0.61. Furthermore, the additional term suggested
that behavioral effects over time generally increased gasoline
demand.

In December 2015, the Saudi government announced
increases in the administered prices of electricity, fuel and
water. In the case of gasoline, the nominal prices for the 91
and 95 octane grades increased from Saudi Riyal (SAR) 0.45
and SAR 0.60 per liter to SAR 0.75 and SAR 0.90, respectively.
Similar price changes were also implemented in several Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries at around the same time
due to the pressures on government budgets in the face of low
international oil prices.

Using the estimated demand curve and an approximated
supply curve, our welfare analysis revealed that the gain in
social welfare would have been between SAR 1 to 2 billion
annually at 2010 prices because of the gasoline price increase,
which is equivalent to about 0.1 percent of real GDP in 2015.
This annual welfare gain would continue to accumulate over the
next few years and possibly grow larger as consumers have
more time to respond to the price change.

This paper explores the changes to social welfare in Saudi
Arabia that may result from these price increases, focusing on
gasoline consumption. Our welfare analysis rests on demand
and supply curves for gasoline in the Kingdom. The demand
curve is estimated using a structural time series model, while
the supply curve is assumed to be at (that is, constant marginal
cost) up to the capacity constraint, at which point it is assumed
to be vertical.
Gasoline demand per capita was modeled as a function of real
income per capita, the real gasoline price, and an additional
term that captured the effect of non-economic factors including
energy efficiency improvements over time. The estimated
demand model revealed that gasoline demand was generally
price inelastic.
The estimated gasoline price elasticity ranged between -0.09
and -0.15 for the different demand models. This suggests
that increases in the gasoline price will likely not dampen
domestic demand signicantly. On the other hand, there was
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Furthermore, the estimated welfare gain does not take into
account the external costs of gasoline demand and driving.
Therefore, the gasoline price increase, which would lead to
a reduction in both gasoline demand and distances traveled,
also offers additional welfare bene ts in the form of reductions
in greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, congestion and
accidents.
In summary, the welfare estimates suggest that the recent
gasoline price increase would yield an overall increase in
social welfare, although consumers do incur some loss. Given
that producers (mainly Saudi Aramco) gain surplus and that
spending on gasoline imports falls, the net positive impact on
the government budget and the structure of the Saudi labor
market together suggest that the gains would probably be
distributed back to Saudi citizens.

Download the Paper
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Understanding Long-Term Consumer
Demand For Fuel-Efficient Vehicles
Rubal Dua and Kenneth White

T

he federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)
program in the U.S., similar to that in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, sets specific sales weighted fuel
economy targets for automakers with the goal of improving
energy use and reducing emissions. In addition, the state
level Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) program in California and
nine other U.S. states aims to accelerate the adoption of zero
emission vehicles by setting mandated ZEV sales targets.
For these supply side policies to achieve their intended
goals, it would be useful to understand the demand for these
fuel-efficient and zero emission vehicles from a consumer’s
perspective.
To do this, we used a new data mining approach, ex-post
counterfactual inference, which we had previously developed
to examine the survey data of new vehicle buyers. This
approach aims to identify: current adopter types, their
reasons for adoption, potential adopters, size of the potential
market and factors that could induce potential buyers to adopt
more fuel-efficient vehicles.
In this paper, we analyze the past 11 years of new
vehicle buyer survey data, relating to more than 1 million
respondents, to estimate potential market size and to
understand the relationship between observable macro
factors and consumer motivation to adopt fuel-efficient
vehicles. In terms of vehicle technologies, we primarily focus
on hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs),
collectively termed xEVs, where x could be H, PH or B,
respectively.
In a counterfactual scenario, assuming optimistic growth, we
find that the xEV fuel types had the potential to secure about
11 percent of the U.S. new vehicle sales in model year 2015.
In reality, the xEVs achieved only one-third of this. Realization
of the full potential would depend on the public and private
sector’s ability to encourage fuel economy conscious
conventional gasoline vehicle buyers to adopt even more fuelefficient xEVs.
In addition to fuel economy, environmental friendliness and
technical innovation, potential xEV consumers also desire
features and factors such as exterior styling, safety, warranty
coverage and better resale value that are more common
to conventional vehicles. Achieving market share beyond
the estimated potential share of 11 percent would require
features that mainstream gasoline vehicle buyers value, such
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as reliability, handling and value for money, to be offered.
Currently, both actual and potential xEV buyers are willing
to trade these features for fuel economy, environmental
friendliness and technical innovation. Future mainstream xEV
buyers, however, may not be willing to make that trade-off.
The addition of desirable features may increase the up-front
cost of xEVs, which could negatively impact adoption as these
potential buyers tend to have lower incomes.
The estimated potential market share for xEVs increases with
narrowing of the valuation gap for purchase motivations of
fuel economy, technical innovation, environmental friendliness
and price. This is because the potential market share is
estimated by identifying non xEV buyers who have purchase
motivations and demographics very similar to those of xEV
buyers. Thus, as the gap in valuation of these purchase
motivations for non xEV and xEV consumers narrows, a
higher potential market share for xEVs is estimated.
The narrowing of the valuation gap in turn is strongly
correlated with the CAFE target and moderately correlated
with the gasoline price, two important macro factors
exogenous to our model. We note the valuation gap for these
purchase motivations reduces over time, because the non
xEV consumers’ valuation is increasing while that of xEV
buyers is decreasing. Non xEV consumers may derive higher
utility from the innovative fuel-efficient technologies added
to non xEVs to meet the CAFE target, thus leading to their
rising valuation. On the other hand, demand side policies
have made xEVs more affordable and accessible for a larger
proportion of mainstream consumers, thus leading to their
decreasing valuation.
Accordingly, a combination of these supply side and demand
side policies represents a viable tool if policymakers wish to
nudge non xEV buyers’ purchase motivations closer to those
of xEV buyers.
The moderate effect of the gasoline price on the valuation
gap for purchase motivations may be due to mandated targets
for automakers to produce and sell increasingly fuel-efficient
vehicles irrespective of the gasoline price.

Download the Paper
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KAPSARC Vehicle Fleet Model: Cost of
Electrification
Marcello Contestabile, Mohammed Alajaji and Bader Almubarak

T

his paper discusses the model we have developed at
KAPSARC for estimating the relative costs of passenger
car fleets containing low-emission vehicles of different
types, particularly with emphasis on electric vehicles. The main
purpose of the model is to enable analysis of low-emission
vehicle policy; in particular, we have so far applied it to the
analysis of the cost implications of supporting different types of
EVs and battery charging infrastructures. The model has been
designed for simplicity, transparency and ease of use by nonexpert stakeholders. As such the approach taken is inspired
by meta- modelling, i.e., we draw on the results of different
existing pieces of techno-economic analysis and we bring them
together in a simple modelling framework, which allows for the
testing of the high- level cost implications in a transparent way.
The model has also been designed such that it can be easily
updated when new evidence becomes available or adapted to
analyze different vehicle and infrastructure technologies.
The model calculates the Relative Cost of Ownership (RCO)
of individual vehicles, selected as representative of main
market segments in the passenger car fleet that is the subject
of our study. For each of these vehicles, we model both its
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internal combustion engine (ICE) version and all main electric
powertrain types, i.e., battery electric (BEV), range-extended
electric (RE-EV) and plug-in hybrid (PHEV). In the case of the
electric powertrain vehicles, the user can select the desired
battery size and charging infrastructure coverage. The user
can then also select fleet penetration levels of each powertrain
type by market segment, and the model adds up all the RCO
of the individual vehicles over the whole fleet to return the
incremental annual cost of passenger car electrification under
the scenario selected.
In addition to the total cost of the fleet, the model can also
estimate fleet average CO2 emissions, both tailpipe and Wellto-Wheel, and overall infrastructure utilization levels. Analysis
of vehicle cost and emissions at segment level is also possible.
A quick guide on how to use the simplified version of the model,
which is available online is provided at the end of the paper.

Download the Paper
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Will Current Electric Vehicle Policy
Lead to Cost-Effective Electrification?
Marcello Contestabile, Mohammed Alajaji and Bader Almubarak

G

overnments around the world are seeking absent

cost competitive carbon capture and storage or
other decarbonization strategies to expedite the
electrification of passenger cars, to meet their environmental
protection targets while at the same time developing local
value chains. Despite some early success stories and the
growing momentum behind the transition to electric vehicles
EVs, reaching a high level of penetration rapidly on a
global scale will be challenging. For this reason, in today’s
policy discourse much emphasis is placed on identifying
those mixes of policy instruments that are most effective at
accelerating the deployment of EVs and related charging
infrastructure. Comparatively little attention is devoted
to clearly articulating any vision of future self-sustained
electrification of passenger car transport that does not solely
rely on the cost of EV batteries rapidly falling. However, due to
the path dependent nature of the development and adoption
process of new technology like EVs, the type of vehicles and
infrastructure initially deployed will influence the technology’s
further evolution, possibly locking it in to a certain path.
Hence we argue that EV policy today could be better
designed if it recognized the need to guide the EV transition
toward pathways involving low technology risk.
In this study we consider whether current EV and
infrastructure policy is conducive to cost-effective
electrification of passenger car transport. To investigate
this, we have developed a model that estimates the total
incremental cost of different EV and infrastructure mixes
over the whole passenger car fleet, relative to a base case
where only internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) are
present. We have applied our model to two case studies,
the U.K. and California, which we chose because both are
aggressively pursuing electri cation of passenger cars and
are illustrative of the different North American and European
market conditions and policy frameworks. We base our
analysis in the 2025-2030 timeframe. For both the U.K. and
California we have developed a set of key scenarios that are
broadly consistent with current policies. All scenarios are
characterized by the same overall number of EVs and similar
fleet average CO2 tailpipe emissions, though they differ in the
type of EVs and infrastructure deployed.
Despite the substantial differences in the passenger car
market structure and vehicle usage between the U.K. and
California, the results we have obtained show important
similarities. In both cases it is apparent that rapidly achieving
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high levels of BEV penetration risks making the incremental
cost of electrification in the 2030 timeframe hundreds of
millions of US dollars per year higher than other, more
balanced, mixes of EVs with similar overall CO2 emissions.
This is because it will most likely involve making the
functionality of these vehicles as similar as possible to that of
the ICEVs that they aim to replace, which means equipping
them with large batteries and providing extensive charging
infrastructure networks so they can travel anywhere without
restrictions. The future cost of large batteries is strongly
dependent on technology development, which is inherently
uncertain. Extensive charging infrastructure also adds to
the cost, due to its likely low utilization which makes its
economics problematic.
We also find that an approach where BEVs are limited to
a relatively short-range role, supported by mainly urban
charging infrastructure networks, and where the rest of the
EV eet comprises relatively long all-electric range (AER)
PHEVs, could substantially reduce the risk of the cost of
the EV transition becoming unsustainable by year 2030.
Long AER PHEVs have most powertrain components in
common with BEVs, so technology development and scale
economies could still be realized that would pave the way
for possible future substitution by long-range BEVs, should
battery technology improve sufficiently. At the same time,
continuing to support BEVs where they are less costly would
allow this option not to become locked out and also enable
user practices and institutions to gradually adapt, thus better
preparing for long-range BEVs to be rapidly rolled out.
It is clear from current U.K. and California policy that neither
government is prepared to sustain EV incentives indefinitely

and both will seek ways of achieving their policy goals
at the least cost. It is also apparent that vehicle cost
considerations are increasingly re ected in EV policy.
However, in different ways, current EV policy both in
the U.K. and California is not guaranteed to set the
transition on a low cost, low risk, pathway. A fleetwide cost analysis of the type we have performed may
therefore provide insights to assist governments to
make their EV policy more robust under uncertainty.
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Future Path of Energy for Transport:
Modes, Fuels and Technologies
Moderator: Prof. Daniel Sperling

E

nergy use in transportation is undergoing rapid change
with new energy efficient transport technologies, greater
use of non-petroleum fuels and new travel demand
paradigms such as shared mobility. In parallel, a rapidly
growing share of new demand for transport is occurring in
urban populations in developing economies.
How to meet future transportation energy demand is one of the
most highly debated challenges facing decision – makers with
concerns about resulting impacts on both the economy and
the environment. Many questions arise when investigating how
public policy might influence transportation energy efficiency
and reduce associated environmental impacts, including how
policy can shape the role of technology. The future path of
energy for transport is inherently uncertain and solutions will
need to reflect differing regional contexts. Yet, there is general
agreement on five broad areas.
Transportation energy demand will continue to grow
significantly in the near and medium term due almost
entirely to surging growth in developing economies.
Fossil fuels will remain the main source for meeting
transportation energy demand, although new alternatives
are emerging that show potential to expand depending on
regional needs and opportunities.
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Technologies will increasingly influence transport energy
consumption through improved energy efficiency, but can
only partially offset the expected rise in greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions.
A key role of public policy planning is to enable more
sustainable transport by meeting demand with more
energy efficient technologies, new fuel choices and
alternative mobility options that shape societal behaviors.
Better understanding of the structure of cities and mobility
patterns is needed to create tailored transport policies,
especially for passenger transportation.
Improvements in logistic practices for freight
transportation will also influence energy demand.
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ENERGY SYSTEMS AND ECONOMIES OF THE GCC

Leveraging Resources for Economic
Development: Local Content in KSA
Moderator: H.E. Dr. Muhammad Al-Jasser

E

fforts to boost local content in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (KSA) have been underway since the 1950s, but
have taken on much greater importance in recent years
with the downward trend in oil prices and subsequent decrease
in revenues. In this environment, local content is seen as a
method of generating additional employment and revenue from
the economy’s primary industry, while also diversifying into a
range of other sectors.
A growing, youthful and increasingly educated population
creates the need to boost employment in the Kingdom and
also the opportunity to fill posts with skilled Saudis. Programs
such as Vision 2030, Saudi Aramco’s In-Kingdom Total Value
Add (IKTVA) and Nitaqat Saudization regulations indicate
that the push towards local content, diversification and job
creation will drive important changes for the foreseeable future.
Government and industry leaders have identified a few key
challenges in the near term:
Local content initiatives are in place in many companies,
industries, and ministries across the KSA. Coordinating
and streamlining these efforts (whether through regulation
or more informally) will require a central champion within
the government, endowed with appropriate implementing
authority.
In manufacturing, the Kingdom has an abundance of
capacity with strong firms capable of supplying many
industries. The cross-sector infrastructure required
to foster linkages that could increase local content is
very weak at present, with major gaps in standards,
procurement mechanisms, and systems to announce and
manage opportunities for tenders.

Image

Ultimately, local content in Saudi Arabia should be able to
compete internationally, eventually making Saudi human
capital an export in and of itself.
If, as anticipated, local content in Saudi Arabia will be
driven from the energy sector, then Saudi Aramco’s efforts
will have a strong influence. As it controls a large share
of the national economy, the company’s plans to increase
local content to 70 percent by 2020 (from 30 percent
currently) through the IKTVA program is set to energize
diversification efforts across the economy.
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The goal of local content in the KSA should be to increase
Saudi participation in the labor force without sacrificing
efficiency or quality. Implemented properly, this can create
a competitive advantage for Saudi firms and build a quality
infrastructure for manufacturing and services that can
contribute to economic development.
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Future Focus in Oil-Rich Countries
Economically, Efficient Resource Use
Moderator: Dr. Adnan Shihab-Eldin

E

fficient use of current resources at the disposal of
oil-rich countries (i.e., net exporters) is largely about
finding ways to maximize the societal benefits of these
economies as they move into a future that is rapidly changing
on many fronts. Often, there is a narrow focus on natural
resource endowment, leaving other elements — such as
financial might — beyond frame.
Oil importers and exporters are bound in an energy trade
nexus that impacts both economies. A move toward making
the energy fuel mix more efficient by reducing the share of
high-cost energy sources tips the scales toward low-cost
inputs. Recognizing that changing the fuel mix carries risks for
both exporters and importers, this session explored a range
of topics relevant to reconciliation of current market trends,
ultimately reaching four main conclusions:
Anticipated changes in the future fuel mix will affect
different sectors in different ways. The greatest impact
will be on the power sector. Transportation will be less
affected, as emerging technologies (e.g., battery-powered
vehicles) for road transport are not yet mature enough to
significantly displace incumbent technologies, and other
modes (e.g., maritime and aviation) still depend heavily
on fossil fuels. In comparison, the power sector relies on
various fuel types for power generation, as well as being
more responsive to technological advancements in nonfossil fuels.

Specific to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), given its
overall economic state and ongoing economic reforms
(such as the introduction of value-added tax or VAT),
incentives are needed to spur private investment to
support the future changes and developments of the fuel
mix. Boosting private investment is particularly important
in the KSA, as government spending to support economic
development will no longer be sustained (or will continue,
but at lower levels).
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Co-investments between oil-exporting and -importing
economies are key to minimize the risks associated
with changing the future fuel mix and can, in fact, lead
to mutual benefit. Trading excess power generated for
natural resources is one example of such opportunity. For
example, co-investments by oil exporters and oil importers
in renewables has the mutual benefit of reducing local
consumption of oil by exporters, thereby allowing
additional supply to importers at a lower price.
In the power sector, establishing interconnected or crossborder grids is a necessary backdrop to facilitate efficient
allocation of the future fuel mix. Initiatives undertaken to
date demonstrate that the benefits of this approach also
create new challenges.
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Energy Productivity as a New Growth
Paradigm in the GCC
Moderator: Dr. Richard Newell

T

he concept of energy productivity has recently
emerged as a new way of framing energy planning and
policymaking. The underlying aim — i.e., to optimize the
economic and social value of each unit of energy consumed —
is of interest to multiple stakeholders, which has given rise to
different ideas on how to operationalize the concept.
General agreement places two broad actions at the core of an
energy productivity approach: improving energy efficiency and
pursuing economic diversification to better balance energyintensive sectors with high value-added services sectors. Yet
because application of the concept is somewhat new, relatively
limited attention has been given to applying an energy
productivity perspective to such issues.
The KAPSARC energy productivity project aims to investigate
the application of this approach to countries belonging to the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). The work includes analysis of
the policy levers that would be needed to stimulate productivity
gains higher than a business-as-usual scenario, and the
indicators needed to track progress against energy productivity
goals. To date, five overarching points have emerged.
Establishing clear distinctions between different
energy-related concepts is important to better
understand energy productivity. Proponents of energy
productivity stress that it has different impacts at the micro
and macro levels of an economy, and that its application
will need to be tailored appropriately to energy exporting
and importing economies.
Setting clear energy productivity targets is a core
action in any context. With energy playing a dominant
role in GCC economies, a strong case exists for
governments in the region to apply an energy productivity
approach to amplify existing energy efficiency and
economic diversification goals.
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Significant investment may be required to achieve
energy productivity goals. Globally, it is estimated that
capital investment in energy efficiency alone is around
$400 billion per year. To attract investment opportunities
in the broader aims of energy productivity, policymakers
need to stimulate the transition with strong capital
spending and take steps to align the financial sector with a
high energy productivity framework.
Continued energy price reform will be necessary to
support energy productivity goals. Low energy prices
can encourage wasteful use and inefficiency. Provided
safeguards are in place to protect the socially vulnerable,
shifting to an energy productivity approach creates an
opportunity to positively recast energy price reform as a
policy tool to deliver national economic and social benefit.
This may be a more politically powerful tool for taking
energy price reform forward than the idea of reducing
unfair or inefficient subsidies.
Energy productivity requires a comprehensive policy
approach. Because it prompts simultaneous action
on different levels of cross-cutting issues, an energy
productivity approach necessarily involves coordination
among diverse entities (at both micro and macro levels)
and carries important transaction costs. Engaging the
actors involved early in the process is one way to secure
buy-in.
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Gas, Power Cooperation in GCC:
Scope for Integrated Markets
Moderator: H.E. Dr. Majid Al-Moneef

T

he recent move to create a GCC Economic and

Development Authority makes it timely for countries in
the Gulf region to consider opportunities for trade — as
well as obstacles — from economic, technical and political
perspectives.
As energy is a crucial component of economic development,
greater energy system integration holds potential to benefit
individual countries and the region as a whole.
With the aim of finding ways to capture the dividend of
cooperation among GCC states, the sessions focused on the
economic and social benefits of collaboration in the gas and
power sectors while also examining some of the
known barriers.
Development of the GCC interconnection grid is
considered a successful model of regional energy
cooperation. Optimizing its use beyond the current
emergency function to facilitate trade among member
states could lead to savings across all GCC states of $27
billion in capital expenditure (CAPEX) costs between 2014
and 2038.

Large gas resources could also create opportunity for
intraregional trade; however, at present, the future for gas
remains uncertain. The opportunity to trade British thermal
units (Btus) through power trading is acknowledged.
Scope may exist to expand regional trade to include water,
particularly as the resource is scarce in all countries and
closely connected
to power.
Three elements are needed to move toward greater
intraregional trade: transparency of price (which does not
have to be monetary); equality of the exchange rate or
value; and dependability of the shared capacity.
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Economic Stability in the GCC
Countries
Nayef Almusehel and Ziyad Alfawzan

E

conomic diversification has been a priority for economic
planners in GCC states for several decades. Despite
noteworthy developments in per capita income and
economic growth, such achievements have hinged on the
region’s huge endowment in oil and gas. In turn, this reliance
has exposed the economies of the GCC to fluctuations in
oil prices and brought into question the long-term scale
sustainability of its economic development. Our research
confirms that diversifying both the sources of economic growth
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and government revenue streams can contribute to reducing
these instabilities while doing least harm to the rates of
economic growth.
While individual strategies may differ, diversification goals
are common to all GCC countries: to increase the variety
of exports, goods and services of domestic production.
Recently, the World Bank (2014) explored the concept of
‘high-beta’ in its Diversified Development report. The beta
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coefficient is a well-known corporate governance concept that
is used as a risk measure. In the macroeconomic context,
it refers to the instability of gross domestic product (GDP)
associated with a lack of economic diversification – measured
as its standard deviation over a specific time period.
Investigating diversification practices, progress and policies
is not new. However, recent research has found evidence of
a parabolic relationship between growth and its instability
in developed, oil importing economies – such as the U.S.
and Europe – and puts forward suggestions for managing
diversi cation and economic growth. In this paper, we test
this relationship in the GCC region, given the region’s heavy
reliance on a single sector for its economic well-being, and
ask what it says about policymakers’ economic diversification
goals.
Modeling the economy and its sectors within a portfolio
framework in this way is a direct application of Markowitz’s
(1959) work on portfolio optimization. If there is a growth
instability (GI) frontier, this paper draws insights relating
to the macroeconomies of the GCC region from a portfolio
model application drawn from financial economics. We treat
individual sectors in the economy as assets in a portfolio and
applied the Markowitz theorem; that the return on a portfolio
is a weighted average of the returns on the individual assets
in the portfolio, with the weights being equal to each asset’s
partial share of the portfolio.
The data confirms the existence of a GI frontier in the GCC
region as well as at the country level, suggesting a portfolio
framework application can be used to analyze diversification
targets of the GCC’s macroeconomies. Diversification driven
policies applied since the early 1980s appear to have had
an impact on this analytical frontier through either a costminimizing or a value-maximizing framework. Yet there
are opportunities for improvement, including a focus on
productivity efficiency, and more investments in the tradable
sectors of the economy coupled with incentivizing private
sector development and employment.
Allowing the resulting model to determine the structure of
the Saudi economy that maximizes growth for a given level
of volatility leads to a mix with only 5 percent ‘mining and
quarrying’ (the internationally recognized classification that
include oil and gas extraction activities). The largest sectors
would be manufacturing (45 percent) and services (27 percent),
with agriculture accounting for 12 percent. Obviously it would
be difficult to reduce the share of oil and gas so dramatically
without considerable economic and social upheaval.

(NTP 2020) and the economic Vision 2030 represent a
more pragmatic interim step in the transition. Our analysis
suggests that the Kingdom may be able to achieve growth
rates of 4.4 percent (but with a 6 percent instability) given the
current economic health and resources at its disposal. This is
considerably better than the current mix (expected to deliver
4.1 percent growth with 8 percent instability). Although the
difference is 0.3 percent, on an aggregate scale this translates
into a SAR 5.5 billion improvement.
Additionally, the 2 percent difference in instability places
SAR 56 billion at risk. The optimal scenario mentioned earlier
suggests that Saudi Arabia could achieve an economic growth
rate above 5 percent while limiting risks to growth (3 percent
instability) by directing investments into and promoting services
and manufacturing.
Given that a constraint-free optimum diversification of the
economy is not feasible in the short or medium term, the
question is how to provide an appropriate estimate of the
size of the required fiscal stabilization fund that will keep the
economy protected from being derailed on its path toward
efficient diversification.
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The ‘optimum’ diversification of the economy represents
a valid long-term goal. In the short term, the policy targets
and objectives outlined in the National Transformation Plan
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Energy Relations Between Northeast
Asia and the GCC
Moderator: Dr. Daniel Yergin

C

ountries in Northeast Asia (NEA) and the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) have been connected
along the Silk Road, one of the world’s oldest trade
routes, for more than 2000 years. As the lead energyproducing region of the world, the GCC countries have a
natural affinity with countries in the NEA, the world’s biggest
energy-consuming region. At present, nearly half (44%) of
GCC exports flow to NEA — almost exclusively in the form of
hydrocarbons.
China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), combined with growing
international focus on actions and technology innovations
needed to address climate change — including dramatic
reduction of dependence on fossil fuels — could fundamentally
alter the trade relationship between the two regions.
Since 2015, KAPSARC has collaborated with research
organizations in the GCC and NEA to explore topics of joint
interest, including trade and connectivity, domestic policies,
energy security and the environment. The work led to a newly
released book, Energy Relations and Policy Making in Asia,
which focuses on the question of how NEA and GCC countries
can establish more trust-based relationships. While many
opportunities and challenges are identified, three emerge as
critical in the early stages of establishing a mutually beneficial
future.
Strengthening energy relations between NEA and GCC
can no longer be considered in isolation from global
issues. Global political, economic and environmental
issues will influence these bilateral and regional relations
— which in turn will be influenced by the actions of
other players. All of these factors must be evaluated
simultaneously.
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Shifting the focus to opportunities for stronger trade
relations, instead of obstacles that block progress, will
require bold leadership and active participation by many
players in both regions. Yet parties generally agree that
some obstacles need to be addressed up front to unlock
the opportunity.
Changing views on climate change, associated with
widespread acceptance of targets set out in the COP21
Paris Agreement, and the potential of new technologies,
particularly renewable energy and rapid evolution of the
transport sector, may prove to be driving forces in bringing
the two regions together.
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THE FUTURE OF NATURAL GAS MARKETS

Global Gas Markets: The Great
Reconfiguration?
Moderator: Dr. Coby van der Linde

F

ollowing the COP21 Paris Agreement, the role of

natural gas in the global energy sector has become
uncertain. Over the short term, the gas industry faces
a 50 percent increase in liquefaction capacity. This raises
questions about how market players will navigate through
the upcoming glut and still be in a position to invest in new
upstream assets and liquefied natural gas (LNG) export
capacity beyond 2020. In the longer term, to gain market share
in the future energy mix, gas has to be delivered to customers
at the lowest possible cost so that it can outrun coal and oil,
and establish its place as a competitor for renewables and
energy efficiency.
To secure its future, the gas industry needs to convince
politicians that natural gas is the fuel of choice: it currently
appears as the third preference, after renewables and
energy efficiency. Without some strong political support,
gas will not succeed for economic, political and regulatory
reasons.
Gas industry players cannot overlook that ‘cost is king’:
gas needs not only to be competitive but also affordable to
expand its use in developing markets.

To some degree, gas is waiting for carbon capture and
storage (CCS): the long-term future of gas is linked to the
ability to develop CCS. If this technology takes decades to
develop, it may prove too late: the window of opportunity
for gas may disappear.
Within the LNG market itself, buyers and sellers are
currently at odds: while buyers are looking for increased
flexibility and different price indexation, sellers seek
stability and certainty based on long-term contracts.
Market players will have to be innovative and collaborate:
in order to adapt to changing market conditions, they
need to reinvent the existing framework in terms of
contracts and pricing mechanisms, while also fostering
technological developments to reduce costs.
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Shaking up the LNG Scene
Workshop Brief

A

s of late 2016, we are still at the very beginning of
the coming wave of new LNG supply. Significant
alterations can already be seen in market dynamics
and stakeholders’ behavior, but there are more profound
changes to come. These will affect global LNG marketsand
involve market forces, business structures, pricing mechanisms
and contractual practices. This evolution is unlikely to be
smooth and it could be very significant, resulting in a total
transformation of the way LNG is traded. Meanwhile, the future
of LNG remains intertwined with that of natural gas.
New players with new business models have entered all
parts of the LNG value chain. The LNG business is no longer
dominated by state-owned utilities, mostly from Asia, on the
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importing side; and multinational and national oil companies,
on the sellers’ side. Floating LNG (FLNG) is one major change
to liquefaction. Aggregators with a portfolio of LNG supplies,
traders taking credit risk and over- contracted Japanese buyers
are taking a larger role in LNG trading. In the downstream,
new playersare becoming involved in traditional LNG importing
countries. Greater use of LNG for transportation and the
development of small scale LNG are also expected to bring
new players into the LNG sector.
Besides new companies entering the LNG business, potential
importers are found as sellers search out new markets to
absorb the wave of additional LNG supplies coming on stream.
The current global LNG oversupply and the resulting price
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fall, both in long-term contract and spot market prices, did not
boost demand in 2015. While selling interest is still focused on
the largest and most dynamic regional LNG importers, other,
smaller, LNG importing countries are also being considered.
At the same time, for its ‘new normal’ the LNG industry has to
accept that assessing demand is no longer as easy as it was.
Demand certainty, like AAA-credit rated buyers, is becoming
uncommon. Accordingly, sellers and lenders must accept that
moving to more risky business areas will be necessary for
gas to expand its role. Sellers’ interest has turned to countries
in Africa and Latin America with undeveloped, nascent or
even nonexistent gas demand. These markets are small
and the majority lack downstream infrastructure, but they
are considered to have upward potential for LNG demand.
This move to find new markets will put pressure on major
institutional lenders to recognize the role that gas can play
in powering industrialization in energy poor regions. To give
financial support mostly to renewable energy projects, as some
nancial institutions do, risks leaving a large number of people
in such areas without access to electric power. Natural gas
should be better recognized for its potential in this respect and
for its environmental advantages.
There is massive potential energy demand in those countries
in need of urbanization and industrialization, where 1.2
billion people lack access to electricity and 2.6 billion
people lack access to modern cooking facilities. This is an
untapped but challenging market. Credit is a huge obstacle
to developments in these countries and the overarching issue
is to find international financial institutions prepared to assist
in mitigating the credit risk. LNG can have an advantage
here, in that a floating storage regasification unit (FSRU) can
be removed and redeployed if there are payment problems.
Affordability is also a key factor for such countries. While an
LNG price of $6 per million British thermal units (MMBtu) may
appear low, it is still not affordable for many.
LNG markets can be expected to become more flexible as
Asian buyers press for the creation of an Asian gas hub
and, eventually, the inclusion of Asian hub prices in longterm LNG contracts. Possible locations for such a hub are
Japan, Singapore and China (Shanghai), though all three face
obstacles. The establishment of an Asian gas hub would also
call for agreement on contract standardization. In the current
buyers’ market, buyers are increasingly seeking more changes
on pricing and supply exibility and sellers are concerned that
contract sanctity may be at risk. Completely changing the basis
of long-term contracts would have far-reaching consequences,
not least that banks would view the contracts and buyers in a
totally different way.
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Finally, LNG remains an integrated part of the global gas
market, representing around 10 percent of global gas
demand, and thus is subject to many forces affecting the
energy spectrum as a whole. These include policy decisions
on climate change and air quality, geopolitical forces and
the respective economics of the different fuels in diverse
applications. The potential for switching from coal to gas as a
generation fuel, largely in Asia, and the bene ts to air quality
are massive – yet gas has failed to capitalize on this and the
quality of air in major cities continues to deteriorate. Depending
on policy decisions on transportation at a national or global
level, the use of gas could also be promoted in this sector,
though implementation would depend on the evolution of LNG
prices against oil products.
To succeed, the gas industry will need to think beyond
power-generation applications for its LNG. One route will be
to recognize the value of heat, through the construction of
combined heat and power (CHP) plants. LNG gives natural gas
the unique potential to reach far away markets and to develop
stranded assets, but to capitalize on this advantage requires
nding ways to ensure gas from LNG can be developed at lower
costs than today and can remain competitive against coal
and renewables.
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Third-Party Access to Regasification
Terminals: Adapting to the LNG
Markets’ Regasification
Sammy Six and Anne-Sophie Corbeau

T

he LNG market is facing a set of changes which are
pushing toward more flexibility and liquidity. But this
transformation will remain incomplete if the last part
of the value chain, i.e., LNG regasification terminals, remains
inaccessible to existing and new players seeking to enter
the business. Looking forward, there might be a bigger
push toward more effective use of regasification capacity,
especially if it is underutilized by incumbents. This could
be achieved either by imposing total TPA, partial TPA or
by creating functioning secondary markets to improve spot
cargoes’ access to short-term capacity. Many market forces
currently at work could push toward this direction. These
include globalizing the LNG market with an increasing number
of players facing demand uncertainties and eager to be able
to get rid of their contracted surplus, and to get more flexible
supplies. This coincides with a push toward liberalization in
some Asian countries, along with attempts to create one or
several Asian trading hubs.
As of end-2015, global LNG import capacity amounted to 771
mtpa or 1,049 billion cubic meters per year (bcm/y). In theory,
around 60 terminals (about 420 mtpa) in consuming countries
are offering (at least partial) open access regimes, either
regulated, negotiated or subject to conditions (GIIGNL 2016).
Capacity offering TPA is usually located in regions or countries
which have been through a liberalization process such as
Europe, U.S., Singapore and, even though only partially,
Japan. But in practice, TPA is mostly implemented in Europe,
which also happens to be the only LNG importing region
with two well-functioning trading hubs, enabling suppliers
to use them as price benchmarks hubs. In this respect it is
important to define TPA and discuss its debated significance
from a competition perspective. U.S., Europe and Asia have
witnessed significantly different regulatory evolutions of TPA to
regasification terminals and creation of secondary markets for
primary capacity, linked to the different evolution and maturity
of their respective gas markets and the role played by LNG as
a supply source.
The LNG market is rapidly globalizing, as a growing number of
exporters and importers join a previously rather select club of
players (GIIGNL 2016). These new entrants and traders seek
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a bigger role in the now global LNG trade. Meanwhile, the
looming oversupply, notably in Asia, is putting many buyers
in an overcontracted situation. They are therefore looking for
ways to get rid of the surplus and are in need of flexibility to
meet the unexpected variations of future demand. They are
facing uncertainties not only regarding their countries’ future
LNG demand, but also their own demand due to the increasing
pressure from competitors. Factors impacting a country’s
demand include future energy policy choices regarding nuclear,
renewables and energy efficiency in the aftermath of the
Conference of the Parties (COP21), to the competitiveness
of gas versus coal and the interactions with domestic gas
production and pipeline imports, where relevant. Liberalization
processes of the power and gas markets impact on each
buyer’s sales through their competitiveness as well as their
ability to pass on the cost of LNG supplies to the end users.
Buyers are no longer ready to accept in exible terms for their
LNG supplies since these could put them into more nancial
difficulties, especially after a tough period during 2011-14. They
seek more flexible and diverse contractual terms (in terms
of regions, procurement periods and price indexations). As
spot and short-term LNG trade is expected to increase to as
much as 43 percent by 2020 (Corbeau and Ledesma 2016),
companies will attempt to use this new flexibility to optimize
their portfolio as highlighted by the business plan of JERA
whereby buyers would use a mix of long-term and short-term
contracts and spot (JERA 2016). As already demonstrated by
recent behavior of Asian buyers, some are seeking to resell
their contracted surpluses. If they succeed in the renegotiation
of contract terms such as getting more exibility or eliminating
final destination clauses, LNG will have to be more easily
redirected to alternative markets, which means more efficient
access to import infrastructure will be needed.
Access to LNG import infrastructure is also likely to be a
cornerstone of successful liberalization policies and creation of
a trading hub. Two key Asian markets – Japan, the largest LNG
importer and China, the largest Asian gas market and thirdlargest LNG importer – are undergoing liberalization. Korea
envisages reforms in the longer term. One of the key elements
of liberalization is better access to infrastructure, including LNG
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import terminals and pipelines. Additionally, three countries
are actively seeking to create a trading hub: Japan, China
and Singapore. While the creation of a transparent and liquid
trading hub may still be years away, it has recently gained a
high political profile in Japan as seen in the country’s LNG
strategy that was published in May 2016 (METI 2016). However,
some preconditions have to be fulfiled, profile including
the liberalization of wholesale gas prices and access to
infrastructure. Given the key role that LNG plays in Asia, where
some countries such as Japan, Korea and Taiwan depend
almost entirely on it, access to LNG import infrastructure will
play a determining role. Additionally, TPA can play a role in
emergency response circumstances, thereby achieving better
security (METI 2016).
Allowing third parties to access regasification terminals is
key to expanding the free flow of LNG around the world,
enhancing the development of spot and short-term LNG trade,
helping buyers to resell their surplus and improving the state
of liberalization in markets heavily dependent on LNG. In
practice, however, third parties often experience regulatory,
infrastructural and operational limits in trying to gain effective
access. This is especially the case in large importing countries
in Asia, such as Japan; while China offers limited TPA and
Korea does not. The LNG terminal in Singapore offers TPA,
but the sale of regasified LNG is limited to a few importers. It
is crucial to better understand why TPA access is often lacking
in practice, and what barriers incumbents are raising in order
to prevent having to share their import capacities with other

commercial entities. It is only by uncovering these often hidden
dynamics that we can try to formulate some recommendations
that would improve TPA conditions, spur competition and
ultimately facilitate a smoother functioning of the international
LNG market
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LNG for Africa
Anne-Sophie Corbeau

T

he idea that Africa could become an LNG destination
is not new. It has been proposed for many years in
countries as far apart as South Africa, Morocco and
West Africa. Sellers’ attention, though, was previously directed
toward the more lucrative and larger Asian markets and
traditional creditworthy buyers able to commit to a 20-year
oil-indexed long-term contract. But over the past two years
the global LNG market situation has radically changed. Global
gas markets are currently oversupplied, and this glut could
last until the middle of the next decade. Consequently, sellers
are actively seeking new markets and offering innovative new
models that may suit riskier new LNG buyers. LNG imports into
Africa became a reality in 2015 with Egypt and many African
countries are considering following suit, given the product’s
current affordability.
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As the gas industry ponders how to bring an end to its new
Dark Age (KAPSARC 2015), developing gas markets in Africa
could be one solution. Gas is also an opportunity for Africa, so
long as it remains affordable. Sub-Saharan Africa is starved
of electricity. Despite many initiatives, power capacity is
still lagging behind population growth and hampering gross
domestic product (GDP) growth. Africa’s future economic
development is directly linked to its ability to develop its power
sector, for which there is a range of different options depending
on the country in question, its natural resources and existing
power infrastructure – with both centralized and decentralized
solutions available. Developing coal-fired generation looks
more compromised since the resolutions of the 2015 Paris
Climate Conference (COP21), while the development of
capital-intensive nuclear capacity looks even more challenging.
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This leaves gas and renewable energies as the main options
for extending access to electricity.
A key question for Africa, as for many developing countries,
is whether customers will be willing to pay an environmental
premium for power. For remote applications, though, renewable
options may in fact be the cheaper option. Both Shell and Total
recently highlighted how LNG could help bring power to Africa
by creating an integrated LNG-to-power project (Smedley
2016). Indeed, most projects that have recently emerged
are LNG-to-power projects, using power plants as anchor
customers (see Table 1). Many international nancial institutions
tend to favor renewables against gas, but gas could provide
opportunities as a source of baseload power in urban areas, as
a complement to intermittent renewable generation and as a
fuel source for the industrial sector.
Intraregional gas trade in Africa has remained limited so far.
This leaves LNG imports as the main solution to empower
resource poor African countries. As of late 2016, the list of
potential LNG importers includes Morocco, Senegal, Côte
d’Ivoire, Benin, Ghana, Kenya, Namibia, Sudan and South
Africa. Only Ghana so far has a floating storage regasification
unit (FSRU) on site, albeit not yet operational. Africa could be
a growing LNG importer: while individual countries represent
small volumes – all markets begin small (0.5-2 million metric
tons per year, mtpa) – the aggregate could be signi cant in
the medium term. A further development of demand in other
sectors is also envisaged. The short shipping distances
to neighboring producers could make these markets more
attractive. By 2020, five Africa countries will export LNG, with
Mozambique and Tanzania potentially joining them later.
The road to developing LNG imports may be a long one,
though. The key issue is how to attract investors and reduce
the risks, given the initial small size of markets, the countries’
low credit ratings, low domestic energy prices and higher
project risks. Most projects have opted for the more exible
FSRU, which can be put more rapidly into operation, has lower
capital costs, and is often leased rather than bought by the
investor. This solution also gives the operator the option to
remove the facility and redeploy it elsewhere, should domestic
production grow to levels sufficient to enable self-suffi ciency,
or should there be any issue such as payment default – for
example through insufficient revenues, as electricity prices
often do not reflect the cost of generation. Redeployment
is, of course, only possible if there is a market for the FSRU
elsewhere. Past experience in Puerto Rico and the Dominican
Republic shows that bundled power and LNG projects which
have a complementary LNG sale and purchase agreement
(SPA) and power purchase agreement (PPA) have a key
advantage (Haug and Cumberland 2013).
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A lot remains to be done in Africa’s power sector to
ensure LNG-to-power projects are viable and to create an
environment that is conducive to investments. In particular,
governments need to provide regulatory and political clarity
to prospective sellers. This includes setting up a transparent
legal and regulatory regime for the power and gas sectors
with transparent rules governing electricity transactions and
network access; tariffs reflecting the true costs of electricity;
the development of a project structure adapted to the market
environment, ensuring that a credible buyer exists, seeking
support from external institutions to guarantee the risks;
and, finally, supporting the projects themselves. Financial
institutions need to facilitate the access to capital and LNG
suppliers to accept the risk of delivering to these new markets
and building the gas and power infrastructure. Investors must
also carefully analyze the gas and power markets that their
project will serve in order to understand the risks associated.
Lenders must also scrutinize the domestic gas and electricity
buyer’s offtake liabilities and ability to pay for the energy.
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CLIMATE MITIGATION, ENERGY TRANSITIONS AND THE UTILITY OF THE FUTURE

Energy and Climate Change: Toward
More Practical Climate Change Policies
Moderator: Masakazu Toyoda

T

he 2015 COP21 Paris Agreement represents an
important step forward in global climate change
agreements. It combines national goal-setting within
a global framework to drive collective action, recognizing
that each nation has unique socio-economic, resource and
development conditions. However, the sum of the Nationally
Determined Contributions (NDCs) and Intended Nationally
Determined Contributions (INDCs) proposed to date fall well
short of the agreed upon goal of limiting global temperature rise
to 2°C. Thus, a key collective challenge facing policymakers is
how to respond to this challenge in a timely and cost-effective
manner.
A range of issues must be examined to determine whether the
bottom-up approach will ultimately deliver a substantial and
cost-effective global outcome. To date, investigation has led to
five key points arising.
The bottom-up approach embodied in the Paris
Agreement NDCs/INDCs is a positive step, but it needs
to be made more efficient and accountable by ensuring
that the full lifecycle costs of mitigation do not exceed the
social cost of carbon (SCC).
To be politically viable, it will be necessary to find ways
to instill widespread belief that climate control policies
strike an optimal balance among mitigation, adaptation
and damage. This will require a sustainable balance
to be struck between decarbonization and economic
development.
Concerns were raised about excessive deployment
subsidies resulting in inefficient and premature investment
at the expense of investment in research and development
(R&D), which may yield more timely and cost-effective
technological solutions.
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Simplicity and transparency are virtues from a policy
perspective. Policies ought to focus on economy-wide
measures and addressing market failures — for example,
pricing carbon and correcting the problem of insufficient
R&D.
Climate policies need to reflect countries’ unique and
different starting points, resource endowments and
growth rates. Particular note was taken of the very clear
differences in issues and implementation strategies
adopted by developed and developing economies,
including the potential to deploy economy-wide and
sectoral approaches in different situations, particularly in
China and India.
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Adding Photovoltaics to the Saudi
Power System: What are the Costs of
Intermittency?
Amro M. Elshurafa and Walid Matar

A

ll utilities experience costs of intermittency when nondispatchable resources (particularly wind and PV) are
incorporated into their power systems. However, the
specifics of these costs depend on the regional generation mix
and its ramping flexibility, load profile and natural resources. In
this paper, we explore the costs associated with PV intermittency
in Saudi Arabia.

reserves. Together, these costs rise to 1.3 ¢/kWh of electricity
generated from PV when 20 GW of PV are installed (or 0.20 ¢/
kWh when averaged across the total system load, representing
11 percent of system cost). However, incorporating PV into the
system allows some offsetting savings in the operation of the
plants that are displaced. These benefits are derived from higher
efficiencies and reduced operating costs of thermal generation.

To do this, we apply the KAPSARC Energy Model (KEM) for
Saudi Arabia for a long-run 2015 year (KAPSARC 2016 and
Matar et al. 2015). Long-run means we take annualized capital
costs for investment and consider that the power sector is able
to make investment decisions by taking a long-term view. KEM is
a bottom-up model covering six supply-side sectors in the Saudi
energy economy and, within these, the electricity sector works
toward minimizing its total system cost. The model considers the
low fuel prices paid by Saudi utilities and the characteristics of
existing power capacity while, simultaneously, accounting for the
activities of the other sectors modeled.

Depending on regional deployment levels, between 8 and 11
GW of PV capacity can achieve a slightly lower total power
system cost than a case without additional PV. We term the point
at which the costs of intermittency exceed the benefits as the
‘‘Operational Blend Wall.’’ The range of estimates of this blend
wall is well within the Kingdom’s
9.5 GW target stated in its Vision 2030. Beyond that point, based
on current domestic fuel prices, we find that the costs incurred in
having PV in the system outweigh the benefits realized. Raising
the price of crude oil paid by power producers increases the
additional PV capacity that yields lower power system operating
costs.

We have incorporated in the model the costs of ramping existing
thermal power plants, as well as the costs of fuel and operation
that are attributed to maintaining up-spinning reserves. Ramping
refers to changing a plant’s output to satisfy load and spinning
reserves are available capacity that is on-standby, which can
come online quickly to mitigate the effects of, for example, cloud
cover. We define the sum of these as the cost of intermittency.
The cost of integration comprises the cost of intermittency and
any transmission additions that are required to accommodate
the deployment of renewables.
PV capital costs have been following a downward trajectory
and this trend is expected to continue (International Energy
Agency 2016. As such, the investment costs are becoming less
of a hindrance to its deployment. The operational aspects of its
integration to grid operators are consequently becoming more
pronounced. We therefore focus on the operational details to the
power system.

The cost of integration, which includes both the costs of
intermittency and transmission investment but not PV
investment, adds only 0.04 ¢/kWh to the average cost of supply
at 20 GW of installed PV. The excess of the tariff paid per unit of
PV electricity delivered above the average market price is also
a cost of incorporating PV, but is not a cost of integration and
depends on the specifics of the power purchase agreements.
Moreover, the impact of regional PV capacity placement is not
substantial on the total system cost. This indicates that many
different geographical capacity allocations can achieve a near
least-cost scenario.
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Ramping costs are found to be small relative to the total cost
of intermittency, which is dominated by the cost of spinning
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Reporting LCOE for Solar PV: Apples
to Apples Comparisons
Amro M. Elshurafa

I

t is generally accepted that electricity generation costs, or
the LCOE of PV technology, vary widely and this variation
is larger than that in conventional technologies. Due to
regional differences in solar irradiation levels, labor costs and
other factors, some variation is to be expected. However, the
variation observed in literature is still considered large even
after adjusting for regional specificities.
As solar players push to increase their market share, the
competition with conventional technologies intensifies.
Hence, solar not only seeks to reach parity with conventional
generation sources, but aims to even surpass them on an
LCOE basis to compensate for its intermittent nature. In the
past two years, several LCOE and power purchase agreement
(PPA) records in solar technology were set and then
broken shortly thereafter. Some of these reported records
are competitive with fossil-fuel generation and make the
above-mentioned variation even larger. Yet, such anecdotal
agreements cannot deem a technology to be universally
competitive; the industry as a whole should be reaching
and merging toward lower costs, not just con ned to a few
promised projects that have yet to become operational.
To validate competitiveness claims and be able to con dently
provide insights to policymakers and investors, we compiled
an extensive dataset of solar LCOEs for this study. The
dataset allowed us to study the reasons behind this relatively
large spread.Inspecting the data, it was found that the reports
do not consistently use the same assumptions when arriving
at the LCOE. Furthermore, the level of detail adopted when
calculating the LCOE is different across reports, contributing
to a larger variation. Inclusion or exclusion of policy
support (whether direct or indirect) particularly skews costs
considerably.
Following these observations, a normalization procedure was
performed. Essentially, the normalization procedure unifies
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the assumptions and parameters to be used for each LCOE,
but keeps regional characteristics intact. As expected, the
spread of the data decreased post-normalization, indicating
that the accepted convention of solar costs being widely
varying is overstated. Explicitly, the coefficient of variation
narrows by almost 14 percent for the utility LCOE values.
More realistic assumptions based on actual experiences and
operational minutiae goes a long way toward reducing the
LCOE data spread.
Accepting an LCOE figure without being aware of the
underlying assumptions can result in erroneous conclusions.
With the aid of the normalization exercise carried out in
this paper, policymakers and investors are better versed on
what lies behind reported LCOE values and can make more
informed decisions. Policymakers can also look to formulate
well-targeted budgets for renewable support, while investors
can envisage a clearer picture of their expected revenues.
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Transitions to Decarbonized Electricity:
Finding the Right Balance
Moderator: David Hobbs

A

transition toward a decarbonized electricity mix is
clearly taking place, marked by a substantial increase
in renewable energy at a global scale and particularly
evident in some advanced economies. Since 2010, solar
installed capacity increased by 4,000 percent and wind
capacity by 600 percent.
This is the most impactful trend in energy markets. However,
experience to date shows that this transition is a process full
of unexpected difficulties, which should serve as a warning
for policymakers in other countries that are now starting down
the decarbonization pathway. At present, four overarching
challenges emerge:
Currently, technology seems to be running ahead of
regulations and costs seem to be misaligned with prices.
This poses problems for policymakers and incumbent
market participants during the transition.
Policymakers need to first set a clear vision of why their
country is doing the transition and how far the country
wants to go, then define how the aim can be carried out.
Market distortions are evident in the transition to date,
but it is not always clear whether it is high penetration of
renewables that causes the distortion, or problems with
existing policies and market design. The overall energy
system must be considered to determine cause and effect.
Developing parallel markets for capacity, generation,
energy and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions could better
accommodate renewable energy (rather than markets
operating only in the generation of electricity) and reduce
some of the cost inefficiencies.
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Finally, renewable technologies are gaining competitiveness
very rapidly; in fact, in many ways the technologies are far
ahead of renewable policies. This fast pace of technological
change can partially explain the decarbonization that is
happening in some countries, but, more important, it is also a
signal that the world of energy is going to change dramatically
in the next 30 years.
Recent estimates emphasize that to meet internationally
agreed climate mitigation targets, decarbonization of the
electricity sector needs to accelerate: at the current pace, it
would take 150 years to reach the goal.
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Utilities of the Future: Finding a
Sustainable Business Model
Moderator: David Hobbs

T

he electricity sector is set for a major disruption driven
by technological advances, mainly in distributed
energy resources (DERs) and their increasing market
penetration, as well as by economic and political pressures,
such as calls to decarbonize the industry. So far, there is
neither consensus on how utilities can adapt their business
models to deal with these changes, nor is there a clear
regulatory framework to help utilities navigate the complexity of
the emerging market.
A range of issues affecting the electric power sector warrants
investigation: drawing from the experiences of countries
in different parts of the world, it is possible to examine
key challenges faced by utilities as they evolve and adapt
their traditional business model. Analysis of four countries,
at different levels of economic development and market
liberalization, leads to six key points:
The three key drivers for the new power sector paradigm
include technological advancements, regulatory
frameworks and business models.
New players are entering different parts of the distribution
market, including a new category of consumers that
produce all or part of their electricity usage (‘prosumers’).
Digitization and big data analytics, together with smart
grids and smart meters, can enable utilities to achieve
renewable and decarbonization goals.

New regulatory rules will be needed to guide the
transitions the electricity sector is undergoing and to
ensure utilities still play a key role in a fundamentally
different global energy system. But policies need to be
tailored to the specificities of each country regarding the
level of economic development and market maturity.
Of the three key drivers for change, finding a viable
business model is perhaps the most pressing challenge
for utilities.
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Utilities’ response to the challenges so far has been to
try to embrace smart technologies and diversify into
renewable generation. Key threats to utilities as they
evolve are cybersecurity and uncertainty about the future
source of their profits (i.e., which value-added services
they will provide).
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CHINA AND INDIA: THE MAJOR ENERGY GROWTH MARKETS

Reform of China’s Energy Economy:
Industrial Transformation
Moderator: Dr. Jin-Yong Cai

C

hina faces several new challenges as economic
growth slows and public concern for the environment
and climate change grows. Policymakers are strongly
focused on how to drive industrial and energy transformation
when the financial system is still under intense pressure. They
also seek to expand deployment of China-made, low-carbon
solutions on international markets, particularly through the Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI), which is strategically designed to
boost development of China’s energy economy.
These transformations in China also have implications for
Saudi Arabia, first because China has been a major importer
of Saudi oil and gas. As China pursues lower demand growth,
imports will show slower than anticipated growth. But another
element comes into play: Saudi Arabia is seeking to transform
its own energy and industry economies, and to boost energy
productivity. Thus, there may be opportunity to explore an
evolving relationship, based on four high-level actions that are
advancing in parallel:
Supply-side structural reform, as an innovative move in
China, is slowly restoring confidence in China’s economy.
Efforts to decarbonize energy development and
improve energy productivity are driving China’s energy
transformation.
China’s strategic aim to boost energy productivity may
help shape a similar vision in Saudi Arabia, although
different paths to energy productivity in each context will
determine the future direction of investment and industrial
development.
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Collaboration on energy efficiency, renewables and new
industries could bring mutual benefits to China and Saudi
Arabia. The industries that Saudi Arabia has identified
as top priority in its National Transformation Plan are
also targeted by the Green Industry Development Plan of
China. Working together can substantially increase the
chance of success for both countries.
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Energy Infrastructure in India: Financing
the Growth
Moderator: Dr. Sunita Narain

T

he Indian energy sector is in the midst of a transition
driven by two overarching goals: enhancing energy
access and increasing the share of renewables in the
fuel mix (from the current 45 gigawatts [GW] to 175 GW by
2022). That India has a vast resource of low-cost coal, which
has traditionally played the major role in power generation
(186.5 GW, more than 60 percent of India’s installed capacity),
creates additional challenges as the country strives to achieve
both universal access to energy and meet its COP21 Paris
Agreement commitments to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions.
While political will is evident and strategic decisions are being
taken, India faces a massive challenge: an estimated $400
billion would be required — over the next ten years alone — to
expand and improve just the existing energy transportation
infrastructure (India Brand Equity Foundation 2016). This level
of funding will require a mix of public and private financing,
which in the case of India adds another layer of unconventional
challenges. At present, various financing options are available,
but due to perceived market risks, far fewer private investors
than warranted are attracted to the opportunities inherent in
such a large-scale build-out of energy infrastructure.
To address these challenges, and indeed build interest in the
opportunities, Indian policymakers need to act strategically
across four key areas:
Managing market risks: Given the scale of investments
required to develop Indian energy infrastructure, energy
policy needs to evolve in a manner that builds confidence
that energy market risks can be managed and effectively
priced into business models. Policy focused on market
creation needs to take a long-term view and ensure that
necessary subsidies will not unduly influence market
behavior.
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Subsidy design and leakages: Distortion in pricing of
energy commodities has not only affected the business
models of the industry but also widened the scope for
rent-seeking behavior. Rationalizing price structures and
capturing subsidy leakages will help lower the subsidy/
cross-subsidy burden on the government and utilities.
Efficient targeting of subsidies will help to ensure fair
pricing of energy and provide better information about the
actual size of the market.
Technology, transparency and behavioral change:
Technology can also help develop and promote tools
that provide transparency in terms of actual consumption
patterns and help reduce pilferage. This information
can help to target subsidies to the needy. Promoting
technologies and services that help consumers understand
and control their energy usage will deliver savings to them
and lower energy needs overall. Appropriate price signals
and increased transparency in energy accounting will also
drive change in consumer behavior.
Resource management and provisioning: Building
appropriate levels of demand-side management into
infrastructure development, to ensure better resource
optimization, could significantly curb the level of investment
required. Incorporation of technology measures to
promote energy efficiency, for example, will help India to
better balance investment in both supply and demand
sides.
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Coal and Renewables in India:
Complementarity, Competition and
Challenges
Workshop Brief

T

he Indian energy sector is in the midst of a
transformation. This is due to rising energy demand to
fuel its expanding economy, as well as the increasing
penetration of renewables amid new targets to further
broaden and diversify the country’s energy mix, which
currently relies on coal and faces many challenges.
While reforms have progressed much faster in supporting
renewables, the coal sector is still missing key reforms that
are long overdue. Due to differences in the level of maturity
of the reform process, both coal and renewables will probably
pose different sets of challenges to a variety of stakeholders.
Pricing of coal and electricity continues to suffer distortions
caused by issues such as affordability and willingness-to-pay.
Despite considerable efforts to change retail electricity rates,
progress is still needed for pricing reforms. An independent
coal regulator with the requisite functions and authority would
be able to address current inefficiencies in the system and
develop a functional market-based pricing mechanism.
Sustaining the growth momentum of renewables to achieve
ambitious targets is seen as the top priority for policymakers.
Although competition between coal and renewables is
intensifying, renewables are unlikely to pose a serious threat
to coal due to India’s growing economy that is characterized
by huge latent demands (where customers are unable to
satisfy their demand). However, this may change if energy
storage becomes a viable option in the future.
Numerous growth oriented policies have been implemented,
but there is still a need to develop policies that reflect
the realities of the operations of federal and state level
institutions. Over the past three decades, in an attempt to
strengthen energy security in India, the coal sector has been
the primary focus of attention and energy policy has centered
heavily on the development of coal resources. In addition,
meeting the growing demand for coal while addressing
environmental and social issues are still the key challenges
for the coal sector.
In recent years, however, due to environmental and energy
security concerns, there has been a call for the diversi cation
of fuel sources to reduce reliance on coal. This is the genesis
of the coal versus renewables debate and the source of
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motivation for a careful analysis and review of the competition
and complementarity dynamics between the two fuels.
The Indian government’s decision to set a target of 175GW
renewables capacity by 2022 calls for a careful analysis of the
implications of achieving this target given existing constraints
and potential future challenges. For example, to maintain grid
reliability, modifications to the existing market design and
practices would be necessary. Renewables integration can
be enhanced by planning for flexibility, expanding balancing
areas and aligning sub-hourly markets.
From a competitive perspective, coal as the incumbent
dominant source of energy can be seen as the main obstacle
to the development of renewables in India. This is so because
the energy and political eco-systems in India are heavily
intertwined. The grid parity price gap between coal and
renewables (i.e., kWh cost of production) is shrinking, yet
the pricing distortion doesn’t allow for a fair comparison.
Therefore, a life cycle analysis of generation costs for fossil
and non-fossil fuels is needed to guide future energy policy
in India. Hence, the successful integration of renewables will
require a structural shift in power from the main players in the
coal industry to another group.
In terms of complementarity, there is certainly less of a
debate about the ability of coal and renewables to coexist
and be utilized in an efficient manner. Since coal is inherently
cheap, it is seen as an enabler to diversify the energy mix
using “renewables bundling”, which dilutes the relatively
higher price of renewables in the combined bundle. The
question for India is how would it create or modify market
structures to achieve the desired fuel mix targets and ensure
their sustainability on a commercial level?
While there is competition and complementarity between
coal and renewables, there continues to be sector specific
challenges along with issues arising from the political
economy of energy in India. It is therefore important to
separate the issues affecting the energy sector as a whole
from issues affecting only coal and renewables.
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LEVERAGING NATURAL RESOURCE LED DEVELOPMENT

Evaluating Uganda’s Oil Sector:
Estimation of Upstream Projects
Colin Ward and Artem Malov

I

n 2006, President Museveni announced that Uganda
had discovered commercially viable quantities of oil in
the Albertine Graben. The recoverable reserves, while
modest by international standards, are significant for Uganda
and would place it among a select group of resource rich
developing countries in Africa. Developing these reserves will
generate significant foreign direct investment in the country
and bring windfall revenues to the national treasury.
Just 10 years after announcing these discoveries, Uganda
is at the point of producing its first oil. The country has
prepared for this day and is widely regarded as one of the
best prepared of Africa’s ‘new producers.’ The exploration
and evaluation phases in the Albertine basin area are largely
complete, with development slated to begin in 2016 or 2017.
For Ugandan officials and policymakers, the management
of a new hydrocarbon sector is about to begin, with all the
complexity and challenges that it entails.
Like all new hydrocarbon producing countries, officials and
policymakers face a steep learning curve to understand
the dynamics of an oil sector, the economics of resource
revenues and the impacts of policy decisions on the macro
economy and on communities.
As part of KAPSARC’s Dynamics of Natural Resource
Development in Eastern Africa project, we are producing
a series of papers that present an integrated analysis of
Uganda’s oil sector. We are working closely with officials from
the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development (MEMD),
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development
(MoFPED) and Economic Policy Research Center (EPRC)
to produce these analyses and to foster knowledge
dissemination with the wider world.
Uganda’s Albertine Graben is jointly developed by CNOOC,
UK-headquartered independent Tullow Oil and France’s
Total. Included in this development are three upstream areas
called Kingfisher, Kaiso-Tonya and Buliisa, plus a re nery in
Hoima and an export pipeline to the coast, through Tanzania
to the port of Tanga. Our detailed analysis concludes that
the upstream developments will cost more than $8.6 billion
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in CAPEX and $9 billion in OPEX to produce roughly 1 billion
barrels (bbls) of recoverable reserves. This translates to an
upstream production cost of approximately $17.5/bbl at the
wellhead (Figure 1).
The waxy nature of the Albertine crude suggests that it
will not achieve the full market price per barrel, but will be
discounted to reflect the costs implicit in its high wax content,
need for upgrading and transportation to market. One way
of accounting for these costs would be to factor them into
the effective cost per barrel of oil produced so this could be
compared to a recognized benchmark price, but that falls
outside the scope of the initial phase of our analysis.
The models used in this report are based on discussions
with members of the Ugandan government. These include
production curves, field development plans and other
data as available. This information was collected and run
through the IHS Markit cost estimation tool QUE$TOR and
results compared with published estimates for the overall
projects. The margin of error achieved was within 12 percent
for CAPEX (capital expenditure) and -7 percent for OPEX
(operational expenditure), which is acceptable for this
analysis. The greater granularity of our estimates enables
insights as to potential local content value to be developed
when taken together with surveys of Ugandan companies and
their technical capacities.
The results of the model were used for estimating both the total
macro impact on the Ugandan economy and the opportunities
for local content. The CAPEX and OPEX outputs were run
against several industrial categories – steel production, trades,
etc – and results reported. The rough split of CAPEX across
some broad categories is shown in Table 1 for reference,
not including some external project costs such as front end
engineering and design (FEED).
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REMOTE SENSING FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE

Human Geography of Energy:
Combining Remote Sensing and Social
Science Approaches
Workshop Brief

A

human geography of energy program would go beyond
economic approaches and consider the variety of
factors that shape energy markets and policy through
an understanding of the world, its people, communities
and cultures; directly linking them to place and space. To
accomplish this, we seek to combine earth observation with
traditional social science methods such as household surveys
and interviews to measure energy use and the impacts of
energy development.
In preparing for this potential research program we reviewed
literature on energy, remote sensing, and sociology and
convened two workshops with experts from Europe and the
United States on these topics. We concluded that this would be
a fertile area of research to broaden beyond the scope of most
existing scholarship in this space, focused on climate change.
Four remote sensing approaches were reviewed to appreciate
their potential for applications in understanding energy use and
development. After evaluating the merits and costs of each
sensor, KAPSARC has identified four potential projects that
would utilize both multispectral and very high resolution optical
imagery from commercial vendors:

Using remote sensing to measure floating lid tank and
seaborne oil storage.
Using historical remotely sensed data to measure the
impact of unconventional oil and gas development on
communities.
Using remote sensing to validate data on stockpiles of
coal in China and India, where reliable data are diffcult to
acquire.
Each project would use household survey data to validate, or
‘ground-truth,’ the imagery that is remotely collected through
earth observation.
Blending remote sensing and survey data has the potential to
produce several high impact research findings about energy
access, transitions and physical impacts of energy policy.

Download the Paper

Using remote sensing and surveys to measure settlement
growth and biomass usage in areas with little or no access
to energy.
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02 // OpenKAPSARC

Our Tools and Datasets
A core part of our mission at KAPSARC is to equip
stakeholders with the models, tools and data to make the
most educated and informed decisions possible.
We have invested in the development of several analytical
platforms, some of which have resulted in tools and datasets
that we are now making available through our website. The
model codes can be downloaded and any data that are not
proprietary to third parties can be downloaded and reused
freely. The current key platforms are:

KAPSARC Energy
Model for Saudi Arabia
(KEM-SA)

K

EM-SA been developed to
understand the dynamics of
Saudi Arabia’s energy system.
It is a partial economic equilibrium
model that characterizes some of
the major energy producing and
consuming sectors in the country.
The sectors represented are: electric
power, petrochemicals, refining, water
desalination, upstream oil and gas, and
cement production.
Each sector is contained within its
own sub-model and acts as an agent
that makes decisions on fuel usage,
investment and technology to minimize
its cost or maximize profit. The model
is being expanded to include more
sectors from the demand-side of the
economy.
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KAPSARC Toolkit for
Behavioral Analysis
(KTAB)

T

his toolkit comprises a
suite of building blocks for
analyzing collective decision
making processes (CDMPs). These
can include political bargaining,
commercial negotiation and any
multi-stakeholder issue where
an understanding of how each
player’s attempts to maximize their
own positions drives the ultimate
settlement (or not). The software
for each type of CDMP is available
and we are building a library of
illustrative applications to help
users understand the limits and
benefits of this type of analysis.

KAPSARC Energy
Policy Database (KEPD)

W

e are creating a
comprehensive source of
reference for underlying
initiatives of energy policies within
our geographic focus. Most policy
databases provide original documents
(sometimes with short summaries
of the key elements). However, it is
increasingly rare that individual
policies restrict themselves to single
issues. KAPSARC’s approach of
breaking down policies into their
constituent initiatives allows for a richer
understanding of the evolution of policy
approaches in a country as well as
greater visibility on the alignment, or
lack thereof, among insititutions when
they attempt to regulate the same
activity with differing objectives. Initial
releases for China’s coal industry
and India’s renewables industry are
available. These will be continuously
updated as additional policies are
broken down and coded.
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02 // OpenKAPSARC

KAPSARC Vehicle
Fleet Model

T

his scenario model enables
policymakers to explore
the incremental user cost
implications of different passenger
car powertrain technology choices.
The context for the analysis is a future
where today’s low carbon powertrain
technologies are fully developed
and manufactured at scale. Driving
behavior input is based on today’s
data, however, provision is made
in the model for behavioral change
scenarios to be tested.
Aimed at simplicity and transparency,
the model does not include all the
detailed complexity of the problem but
aims at adequately capturing the main
factors that influence the incremental
user cost of different passenger car
powertrain mixes. It has also been
designed to make it easy for the user
to improve and update the input to
the model as new evidence becomes
available.

KAPSARC Energy
Data Portal

T

his easy-to-use data portal
is a source of critical energy
data, enabling users to better
understand energy, economy and
policies. We focus on identifying key
energy information sources from
Saudi Arabia, the GCC, India, China
and East Africa, as well as selected
global energy data.
The energy datasets cover 16 themes:
crude oil and refined products, natural
gas, coal, renewable and alternative
fuels, nuclear, electricity, water,
transportation, industry, residential,
agriculture, environment, economy,
demography, trade, and policies.
The datasets can be exported in
CSV, JSON, and EXCEL formats or
accessed using API for use in mobile
and web applications.
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Our Tools and Datasets

KAPSARC Solar
Photovoltaic Toolkit

T

his toolkit and dataset are
intended for any individual
or institution interested in the
solar photovoltaic (PV) industry and
its cost trends. It compiles capital
costs (CAPEX) and levelized cost
of energy (LCOE) data for PV
technology by year and country, and
presents the data in an interactive
manner. In addition to the interactive
dataset, the raw dataset is provided
in Microsoft Office Excel should the
user wish to perform his/her own
post-processing. An LCOE analyzing
tool, specifically tailored for solar
PV technology, accompanies this
toolkit, enabling the user to aquire
the LCOE using the capacity factor
or solar irradiation.

Other platforms/
datasets

W

e have built a data
transformation team that
serves our internal research
needs but will also increasingly release
curated data resources to all our
stakeholders. These will grow over
time in both the breadth of their scope
and the area of coverage.
For more information email
datasource@kapsarc.org

KAPSARC India
Renewable Energy
Policy Atlas

W

e have developed a
web-based energy
policy reference tool that
systematically describes energy
sector policies. This tool, also of use
to external researchers, is intended
to facilitate better understanding of
policy instruments and track evolution
of policies from draft to enactment
worldwide.
KAPSARC has released part of this
research in a Solar Policy Atlas,
which provides specific, state and
national level coverage of policies in
India. It presents a policy landscape
using large numbers of policy design
elements that are relevant in different
geographies to gain holistic insights
of policy frameworks and make
comparisons. Each policy design
element has a comprehensive
description in the context of India
and is intended to improve the
understanding of the subject at
national and state levels.

KAPSARC develops
economic frameworks to
reduce the overall costs and
environmental impacts of
energy supply, increase the
value created from energy
consumption and achieve
effective alignment between
energy policy objectives and
outcomes.
We collaborate with leading
international research centers,
public policy organizations,
and industrial and government
institutions, freely sharing
our knowledge, insights and
analytical frameworks.
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03 // Team News

Growing Our Global Team
In the last quarter, the following individuals joined
our Research Team:

Doug Cooke

Shahd Al Rashed

Dr Kang Wu

Doug is the director of the Energy
Transitions and Environment Research
program, where he is helping to shape
the research work, with a view to
delivering analysis and advice that
resonates with policymakers and
practitioners.

Shahd is a research associate in the
Markets and Industrial Development
team. Before joining KAPSARC, she
worked at Chevron as a flare and
relief systems engineer and facilities
engineer based in Houston, Texas and
Bakersfield, California.

He is an experienced senior public
policy practitioner with over three
decades of experience advising the
Australian Government, including
two decades leading and working on
energy policy and regulation focusing
on energy market reform, international
energy dialogue and energy security.
Doug has also held several senior
posts at the International Energy
Agency, where he wrote a number of
publications focusing on electricity
security and reform issues. He holds
a Bachelor of Economics from the
Australian National University.

A mechanical engineer by background,
Shahd holds a Masters in Mechanical
Engineering specializing in advanced
energy systems from UC Berkeley and
a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering with
a concentration in manufacturing from
Boston University, where she graduated
summa cum laude (top 5%).

Kang is a the director of the Markets
and Industrial Development program,
with over 25 years of energy research
and consulting experience. His areas
of work at KAPSARC include Asia and
Middle East energy markets (with a
special focus on oil and gas) and China
energy studies. Prior to joining the
Center, Kang was vice chairman, Asia
at international consulting firm FGE.
He also worked as a researcher at the
Honolulu-based East-West Center for
over 20 years.

Waheed Olagunju
Waheed is a research associate in the
Energy Transitions and Environment
team, with research interests in
macroeconomics, international
economics and econometrics. He is
currently working on energy modelling
for India and analyzing emerging trends
in the energy industry.

Pavithra Kumar Shetty
Shetty is senior web developer in the
Energy Information Management team.
Formerly, he was a technical architect
at a real estate data and technologydriven startup in Bangalore, India named
Grabhouse. Prior to that, he served in
principal web developer roles for data
and information product companies.
Shetty has developed several
commercially successful data and
insight products on the web. He holds
a Bachelor of Engineering in Computer
Science from Manipal Institute of
Technology, India.

Kang’s ongoing research work
covers a variety of issues related to
economic, energy, and environmental
developments in China and the rest of
the Asia-Pacific region. He frequently
speaks at international conferences,
forums, workshops, and training
programs, and his research has been
widely cited by international media. He
is the author and co-author of numerous
company studies, journal articles,
research papers, project reports, books,
book chapters, and other publications.
Kang holds Ph.D. and M.A. degrees
in economics from the University of
Hawaii at Manoa, USA and a B.A. in
International Economics from Peking
University, China.

Formerly, Waheed was an economist
and financial analyst at R.K. House &
Associates, Canada. He has a Ph.D. in
Economics from McMaster University,
an M.A. in Business economics from
Wilfrid Laurier University and a B.A.
in Economics from the University of
Waterloo, all in Canada.
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About KAPSARC
Our Mission
To advance understanding of
energy economics and act as a
catalyst for dialogue, charting
a path to better welfare for
societies, locally and globally.

Our Values
We strive to combine creativity
and rigor in our research and
operations.
We achieve results with
effective teamwork and
collaboration.
We seek to maximize positive
societal impact.

About Us
Affordable, sustainable energy underpins the growth of a country’s economy
and the wellbeing of its citizens. Yet effective energy policy is one of the
greatest challenges for governments and other stakeholders across the globe.
KAPSARC was founded as a global non-profit institution for independent
research into the economics of energy and understanding its complex
intersections with energy policy, technology and the environment with the
objective of contributing to societal wellbeing and prosperity.
From our base in one of the world’s most important energy-producing regions,
KAPSARC develops economic frameworks to reduce the overall costs and
environmental impacts of energy supply, to increase the value created from
energy consumption and to better understand energy policy such that policy
objectives and outcomes are better aligned.
We collaborate with leading international research centers, public policy
organizations, and industrial and government institutions through workshops,
joint papers and the development of open-source datasets and tools, freely
sharing our knowledge, insights and analytical frameworks.
KAPSARC studies topics of global scope with a particular focus on the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, the GCC, China and India.

Our Focus Areas
Allocating resources in an economy

Energy flows and market impacts

Energy productivity

Options to allocate energy resources efficiently
in regulated markets — where governments
intervene in setting prices and/or volume quotas.

The impacts of changes to energy flows between
regions and the scale and nature of their effects
on supply, demand and prices.

The value extracted from energy consumption,
understanding the driving forces of energy
productivity and its relationship to energy
efficiency.

Scope includes: optimal energy and technology
mix; effects of reforming market rules and energy
prices; and environmental impacts of policy
choices.

Scope includes: influence of energy prices on
energy sources and flows; impact of local energy
efficiency standards on relative energy demand
growth; and effects of domestic policies on the
local energy mix and the ripples they create in
global markets.

Energy transitions
Focuses on economically efficient policy
instruments for incentivizing a transition towards
more sustainable power generation mixes,
including nuclear, renewables and fossil fuels.
Scope includes: results of continuing innovation in
incumbent systems, raising the bar for emerging
energy sources and technologies; and balancing
the efficacy and economic efficiency of
renewables support policies.

Scope includes: determining energy efficiency
policies that deliver the largest productivity
improvements; recognizing the drivers of
productivity performance in energy intensive
industries; and productivity improvements through
diversification to higher value-added economic
sectors.

Social and environmental spillovers
of energy policy

Transportation; modes, fuels and
technologies

The interrelationships between socio-economic,
environmental and other factors that drive energy
production and consumption choices.

Transportation policies and how changes in
technologies and choices between modes of
transport affect energy demand.

Scope includes: identify practical policy options
that balance the interests of different stakeholders;
opportunities for localizing the economic effects
of energy resource development; and recognition
of the range and risk of potential departures from
intended policy outcomes.

Scope includes: influences on consumers to adopt
different modes of transportation; impact of fuel
efficiency regulations and prices on transportation
fleet mix; and impact of evolving behaviors on
demand for transportation.

